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For information on methods of assisting suicide, see Charcoal burning suicide by burning charcoal in a closed room or area. The death was caused by carbon monoxide poisoning. Mechanism of action Main article: Carbon monoxide poisoning As coal burns, carbon monoxide concentration (CO), produced by incomplete carbon combustion, gradually
increases. Concentrations of CO of as little as one part per thousand can be fatal when inhaled within two hours. History as a method of suicide is mentioned by Eugene Sue in The Wandering Jew (1844). In July 1994, two students at Taipei First School for Girls ended their lives by burning coal at a hotel in Suao, Ilan, with a note that did not explicitly
mention the cause, although some MEDIA media suspected that they were a lesbian couple. In November 1998, a middle-aged woman in Hong Kong died in her own life using this method in her small, sealed bedroom. She had chemical engineering. At the time, Hong Kong was suffering from economic depression, and suicides were on the rise. After the
details of the suicide were praised by the local media, many others committed suicide in this way (example of the Werther effect). In two months, the burning of charcoal has become the third major suicide killer in Hong Kong. Coal-fired suicides accounted for 1.7 per cent of suicides in Hong Kong in 1998 and 10.1 per cent in 1999. By 2001, it had surpassed
hanging as the second most common method of suicide in Hong Kong (second after jumping), accounting for about 25% of all suicide deaths. Since then, the method has spread to mainland China, Taiwan and Japan. Beginning in 2003, Japanese authorities witnessed a series of group suicides committed by strangers who met in suicide chat rooms on the
Internet. Such a group usually uses sleeping pills and coal stoves in a van parked in a remote area. On July 26, 2006, 16-year-old Brazilian musician Vinicius Gageiro Marquez, known by the pseudonym Yo'lu, locked himself in his bathroom with two barbecue grills and posted a forum asking for help in killing himself. While some people in the stream begged
him to stop, others gave him the advice he wanted. Marquez's Canadian online friend learned of the suicide attempt and called Brazilian authorities. Although police and paramedics were able to enter the apartment and clear the smoke, Marquez was pronounced dead after multiple resuscitation attempts. On March 9, 2007, Brad Delp, lead singer of the
American rock band Boston, committed suicide with this method. On December 18, 2017, Kim Jong-hyun, a member of the South Korean idol group SHINee, was found unconscious in a residential Hotel Gangnam. He was later pronounced dead in intensive care. Police eventually ruled his death a suicide via earlier text sent to his sister, after discovering
charcoal briquette leftovers in frying at the scene. On October 16, 2018, Du Yuwei, a former member of the NHS48, ended her life at the age of 19 with this method. Inquiries and staff. Carbon oxide and health effects. A set of engineering tools. engineeringtoolbox.com. received on April 16, 2017. Father Arsen cut a stick; that evening, he and his old wife
suffocated with coal. H 3. Full text Carouse No 管仁健 (June 1, 2012), 你不知道的台灣.校園奇案, ⽂經社, ISBN 9789576636691 - Chan KP, Yip PS, Au J, Lee DT (January 2005). Burning coal is a suicide in post-transitional Hong Kong. Br J Psychiatry. 186 (1): 67–73. doi:10.1192/bjp.186.1.67. PMID 15630126. - b Media Coverage Increases Burning
Charcoal Suicides - 28 February 2003 - New Scientist - Leung CM, Chung WS, So EP (May 2002). Burning charcoal: a radical method of committing suicide in Hong Kong. J Wedge Psychiatry. 63 (5): 447–50. doi:10.4088/JCP.v63n0512. PMID 12019670. Taking an easy way out?, South China Morning Post, January 9, 2005 - Samuels, David (May 1, 2007).
Let's die together. The Atlantic Ocean. Received on June 24, 2018. Breve gistiri de yoalu. Domicilio Literorio. June 30, 2013. Received on June 27, 2019. - SHINee Singer, K-pop star Kim-Jong-jong dead on 27 possible suicides. December 18, 2017. Wang, Amy. K-pop fans are devastated after SHINee singer Jong-hyun died as a result of a possible suicide.
Washington Post. received on January 13, 2018. ^ ⼜⼀⼥星患抑郁症离世,曾被指插⾜⻩嘉伟婚姻,年仅19岁. www.yule.sohu.com (in Chinese). October 20, 2018. Received on October 20, 2018. Extracted from Continue reading the main story ofTOKYO, October 17 - September 22, the 34-year-old mother of two children posted an online notice looking for
mates for group suicide. On 5 October, the police found her and three other women barely alive; they seal themselves in a tent with a burning coal stove, intending to succumb to carbon monoxide. The next day, the woman posted a second recruitment notice on the website, saying, I know the method and process because I have experience of not being able
to commit suicide. By Monday evening, six volunteers from all over Japan had participated in her notice. Four of them were 20-year-olds, including a university student from Aomori, 350 miles north of Tokyo; part-time from Osaka, 250 miles west; and an unemployed woman from Saga, 600 miles to the west. Strangers in life, seven found a connection in
death. Working methodically, they parked a rented van at dusk on a mountain park road west of Tokyo, emailed them with their exact location and programmed a mobile phone to send it after they were dead. They sealed the van from the inside, took lit the charcoal roaster, and tied their wrists and torso together. A few miles away, at the same time, the
same method of self-suffocation is ingouts ingouts, 20 years of age. One of them took in a failed attempt a week earlier with the organizer seven in the van. Apparently part of the same group, the two in the car did not travel with the others in the van, probably because of Japan's strict seat belt laws. Police found the victims inside two cars on Tuesday
morning. What seems to have put all nine together - long enough to commit suicide - are suicide sites on the Internet.For the Japanese with high-speed Internet access, which most homes currently have, is a suicide subculture just a few key strokes away. The other day, typing Japanese words for suicide and a guide in the Japanese version of the google
search engine gave 29,761 quotes. Suicide sites have names such as Underground Suicide and Deadline. Are you thinking of killing yourself? Asks one site how two cartoon skeletons bob up and down mocking the image of the Virgin Mary. Before the blood-red flowers drip over the spooky scene, the site continues: If you're sure, I'll take you there. Deeper
on the site, there is a slideshow of the right places to commit suicide. Favorite places - online and in fact - are forests overlooking Mount Fuji, a revered national symbol. Another section assesses 10 methods of committing suicide, rates them as pain, chance of success and irritation of others. Unlike the excruciating pain of the disembodied rite of ancient
samurai, hara-kiri, today's suicidal youth seem to prefer to drift. Jumping in front of commuter trains, some sites note, could leave the family facing a rail company bill of up to $65,000 in clean-up costs. Painful thoughts reign in the chat rooms. Whoever wants to die must die, - begins one of them, usually a gloomy fast. Those who want to live must live.
Undoubtedly, much of the internet traffic is limited to depressed people with a taste for creepy. Strong, painful undercurrents of outflow through Japanese society. Suicide Guide became a bestseller in the late 1990s, and the film about high school suicide, Suicide Club, became a minor hit last year. But about once a month since January 2002, Japan has
recorded group suicide, success or attempted suicide, where participants linked to the Internet.Last last year, the number of Internet-related suicides accounted for only a small fraction of the 34,427 suicides reported in Japan, a high rate compared to Western countries, but there are worrying trends. On the one hand, most Japanese suicide victims are
middle-aged or older men. But the victims of internet suicides tend to be young people, mostly people in their 20s. Free speech laws leave the police largely powerless to rein in websites. But psychiatrists and social workers are beginning to speak out. Here's the convenience of the Internet: anyone who wants to die can just subscribe to such a site, Mafumi
Usui, a professor, said in an interview. Niigata Seirio University. If you're a true friend in real life, you know your friend's family, work and and and he could stop him if he tried to kill himself. But on the website, these people bond with each other only at the time of committing suicide. They don't have any tools to stop others from dying. Not only do suicidal
people feed off each other, but single people join a group, a social unit that is often of paramount importance in Japan. Professor Usui added: If you try to stop it, it means you're leaving the group. With Japan's rich society, young people are often without the main goals that drove their grandparents to fight the Second World War, and their parents to rebuild
the devastated country after that. Last year, nearly a third of the 100 Japanese teenagers surveyed by Aera, a young people-focused magazine, said they considered suicide, largely because they themselves recognized trivial reasons. When they encounter minor problems, they get problems, said Dr. Harufusa Higano, a psychiatrist who runs the clinic here.
Recalling one young woman who tried to commit suicide by cutting her wrists, he said: 'She told me, I couldn't get a Gucci handbag and I had to end up getting a Japanese one. I want to die. Last week, the suicide pact group, apparently the largest in modern Japan, quickly jumped from the grim national television coverage of the underworld's internet and
BBS, or message boards. Next, a large group will try to make a record, Dr. Higano said. It was actually written on the BBS website I found yesterday. Yesterday.
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